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Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 256
pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.6in.Keep Friends Close. Keep
enemies closer. The fight stable of San Uvalde International
reaped the benefits of victory at the FPG MMA event. But new
challenges await the members of the stable. Scottish boxer
William Campbell uses his prestige as FPG Heavyweight champ
to challenge undefeated heavyweight boxing champion Claudell
Jenkins to a fight in MMA. FPG Lightweight champ Chin Wu faces
a cruel challenge to his title and his point of view when an
outspoken MMA star not only challenges Chin for his title, but
also insults his sacred Shaolin Kung-Fu style. Chain deals with his
first professional loss by finding an opportunity for redemption
with his stablemate, Mexican luchador, El Aire. But Chain
unwittingly falls into a wild cross-border war with ruthless
enemies gunning for El Aires mask. Vladymir Saltovsky is
saddled with training William for the MMA fight with Jenkins. But
having lost to William for the title, does Vladymir have Williams
best interests in mind In the world of Pit Fighters, keep your
friends close and your enemies closer, or risk a double cross....
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Completely essential read through book. It normally is not going to charge an excessive amount of. I found out this
book from my dad and i advised this pdf to find out.
-- Ma delyn Doug la s-- Ma delyn Doug la s

A whole new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is really simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of the
publication. I am just effortlessly can get a delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Ma r ia no Gleichner-- Ma r ia no Gleichner
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